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Abstract. Lynch (1975) has shown that every recursive set A not in P contains an infinite polynomial 
complexity core: a set of elements C c A such that any algorithm deciding A needs more than 
polynomial time almost everywhere on C. Actually, any A not in P cohtains infinitely many 
different cores, the collection of which forms a lattice under inclusion. We study the structure of 
this lattice, proving that, surprisingly, there are only three possibilities: assuming the lattice is not 
trivial (which happens if A is in P), its shape depends only on whether A is 'almost P-immune' 
or not. It is known that the natural intractable sets usually do not have this property. 
1. Introduction 
In [11], Lynch introduced the notion of a polynomial complexity core. Given a 
problem A, this is a set of instances of A such that for any Turing machine M 
deciding A and polynomial p, M needs more than p([x[) steps on almost all instances 
x in C (that is, on all but possibly finitely many). Thus, in a sense, a complexity 
core is a uniformly hard collection of instances of A. It is clear that if a problem 
A has an infinite core, then A is not in P. Lynch proved the fundamental converse: 
any recuisive problem not in P has an infinite polynomial core. In fact, the core 
may be chosen to consist entirely of positive instances (i.e., C c A); such cores are 
called proper. 
Recently, the topic of complexity cores has again attracted some interest [5, 6, 
13]. In [6], the general conditions underlying Lynch's proof were investigated and 
analogous results 'were proved with respect o other complexity classes besides P. 
In [13], the structure of polynomial cores was studied further; for instance, it was 
shown that if P # NP, then every NP-complete set has a proper polynomial core 
that is nonsparse (in the sense of [4]). An extremely general notion of a complexity 
core and related results appear in [5]. 
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A problem never has a unique complexity core. Even if one ignores finite variations 
(which is natural in view of the 'almost-all' nature of the defintion), the fact remains 
that any subset of a core is also a core. This implies that if a problem has an infinite 
core, it actually has uncountably many of them. It is in general not even the case 
that there would be a single largest core, such that all the others would be just finite 
variations to its subsets. (This issue is discussed in much more detail below.) 
Since the class of complexity cores for a given set A ~ ,Y* is also closed under 
finite unions, it has the form of a lattice, or more precisely an ideal in the lattice of 
all subsets of Z*, ordered by inclusion (of. [8]). Because of the 'uniform hardness' 
nature of complexity cores, one might hope for some kind of 'Galois connection' 
between the structure of this lattice and the complexity properties of the originating 
set A. Unfortunately, it turns out that there are only three possible structures for 
the lattice--too few to make any very interesting distinctions. 
In this paper, we prove this result, and characterize the situations in which each 
of the structures arises. We actually deal with quotient lattices where sets that are 
only finitely different are considered equivalent, and for the most part restrict 
ourselves to the study of proper cores. (However, the results can fairly easily be 
extended also to the general case.) For A in P, the quotient (proper) core lattice 
degenerates to a single element corresponding to the finite sets. If A is 'almost 
P-immune' (explained below) but not in P, then it has a maximal proper core, and 
the core lattice is the one formed by the subsets of any countably infinite set. In all 
other cases, the lattice has a certain rather complicated, not even countably generated 
structure. Each of these core lattice structures can really be exemplified, although 
the second one appears to be very unnatural: no 'natural' intractable sets are known 
to be almost P-immune [12]. 
2. Preliminaries: lattices and complexity cores 
We consider problems coded as sets of strings over the binary alphabet ? = {0, 1}. 
If  some assertion holds for all but finitely many strings x in a set A c ?*,  we say 
that it holds almost everywhere in A or for almost all x in A. As a model of 
computation we use deterministic Turing machines, for which the time complexity 
measure and the complexity class P are defined as usual (cf. [10]). A set Ac  ?*  is 
P-immune [7] if it has no infinite subsets in P. We consider all finite sets to be 
P-immune by definition. (This convention, which helps us avoid treating the finite 
sets as a special case, differs from the original definition in [7].) 
The notions of a polynomial complexity core and a proper core were defined 
above; by convention, we take all finite sets to be cores for any set (which is contrary 
to the definition in [11]). We often refer to polynomial complexity cores as just 
briefly 'cores'. The following simple facts about cores and P-immune sets are used 
repeatedly: if C is a core for a set A, then so is every subset and finite variation of 
C. If C' is another core for A, then also C u C' is a core. A set C is a core for A 
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if and only if C n A is a proper core for A and C n ( -A )  is a proper core for -A.  
Proper cores of recursive sets are P-immune, and a recursive set is P-immune if and 
only if it is a proper core for itself. 
A lattice is a partially ordered set ~ = (.Y, ~<) satisfying the condition that any 
pair of elements in ~ has a least upper bound and a greatest lower bound with 
respect o <~ in LP. The lub of elements a, b ~ ~ is called their join and denoted 
a u b. The glb is called meet and denoted a n b. The lattice Le is distributive if, for 
any elements a, b, c ~ .Y, it is true that 
an(buc)=(anb)u(anc) .  
Lattices -~1 and ~2 are isomorphic, denoted .Y~ ~ Le2 if there is a bijective mapping 
between their elements that preserves the join and meet operations. A subset of a 
lattice LP is a sublattice of Le if it is closed under the lattice operations. An ideal in 
Le is a sublattice 5 that satisfies the condition: 
if x ~ 5 and y <~ x, then y ~ 5. 
Given any set A, the subsets of A ordered by inclusion form a distributive lattice. 
In this lattice the join and meet operations are set-union and intersection, respec- 
tively. In particular, the class ~(?* )  of all subsets of ?*  is a distributive lattice, 
and the class 3~ of finite sets of strings forms a natural ideal in it. 
Let Le be a distributive lattice, and 5 an ideal in ~. Elements a, b ~ Le are equivalent 
modulo 5 if a u x = b u x for some x c 5. The equivalence class of element a is 
denoted [a]. The quotient lattice .Y/5 has as elements the classes [a], a ~ ~, ordered 
by [a]<~[b] if there exist a'~[a], b'~[b]such that a'<~b '. The join and meet 
operations in the quotient lattice are given by [a] u [b] = [a u b] and [a] c~ [b] = 
[a n b]. We usually wish to ignore finite variations in sets, and so our basic domain 
will be the quotient lattice n = ~(,Y*)/3~. As can be seen, the ordering relation in 
~2 is a.e. inclusion. 
Given a set A c Z*, we are interested in the structure of the class 
FA = {[C] IC  is a proper polynomial core for A}, 
where the brackets denote equivalence modulo 3~. Our preliminary observations 
may be concisely restated as follows. 
Proposition 2.1. For any A ~ ~,*, the class FA forms an ideal in the lattice D. 
An ideal 5 in a lattice .Y is generated by a set of elements B c ~ if 
5 = {x ~ ~lx  <~ bl u"  • • u bn for some n t> 1 and b l , . . . ,  b, ~ B}. 
An ideal is principal i f  it is generated by a single element, and countably generated 
if it has a countable generating set. In the case of FA, being principal means that 
there is a single element [C] ~ FA such that, for all [C'] ~ irA, [C'] <~ [C]---in other 
words, that there is a maximal proper core C for A such that any other proper core 
C' for A is a.e. contained in it. 
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3. Almost P-immune sets 
The following notion will be central to our studies of core lattice structure. 
Definition 3.1. A set is almost P-immune if it is the disjoint union of a P-immune 
set and a set in P. 
Note that, by definition, both P-immune sets and sets in P are almost P-immune. 
Other kinds of almost P-imm6ne sets may be obtained by combining an arbitrary 
infinite P-immune set with an arbitrary infinite P-set disjont from it. Observe, though, 
that because subsets of P-immune sets are again P-immune, the requirement that 
the union be disjoint is actually redundant in the definition. 
Infinite P-immune sets exist in the class EXPTIME [7], but concerning their 
existence in lower complexity classes only relativization results are known [2, 9, 
15]. Berman [3] has shown that sets complete for nonpolynomial deterministic time 
classes (e.g., EXPTIME) cannot be P-immune, from which it easily follows that such 
sets cannot be even almost P-immune [12]. In [12], it was also proved that none of 
the 'known' NP-, co-NP-, PSPACE-, etc. complete sets can be almost P-immune, 
unless P = NP, P = PSPACE, etc. 
We begin with a most useful simple characterization f proper cores in terms of 
certain P sets. 
Lemma 3.2. For a recursive set A, C = A is a proper complexity core for A if and only 
if C n E is finite for every E c- A, E ~ P. 
Proof. Assume first that C c~ E is infinite for some P-subset E of A. Any machine 
M deciding A can be sped up to operate in polynomial time on E, and in particular 
on C c~ E. Hence, C cannot be a core for A in this case. Conversely, assume that 
C is not a core for A. Then some machine deciding A runs in time bounded by a 
polynomial p infinitely often on C But this means that C has an infinite intersection 
with the set 
E = {x lM accepts x in time p(lx[)}. 
Clearly, E c A and E e P. [] 
The main theorem of this section follows. 
Theorem 3.3. A recursive set A has a maximal (modulo finite sets) proper complexity 
core if and only if A is almost P-immune. 
Proof. Assume first that A is almost P-immune, so that A = E u C for some E ~ P, 
C a P-immune set, and E n C = ~. We prove that C is a core for A, and that any 
other proper core for A is a.e. contained in C. 
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First, if C were not a core, then, by Lemma 3.2, C c~ E'  would be infinite for 
some E 'c  A, E '~P .  But then E ' -E  would be an infinite P-subset of C, and C 
could not be P-immune. Let then C' be any other proper core for ,4_ Because E ~ P, 
C' n E is finite (Lemma 3.2). But this means that C' is a.e. contained in C. 
In the converse direction, assume that A has a maximal proper core C. Because 
A is recursive, C must be P-immune, so it remains to prove that A -  C e P. 
Assume to the contrary that A - C ~ P. We show how to construct an infinite core 
C' for A in A -C ,  contradicting the maximality of C. (Note that Lynch's core 
existence theorem cannot be directly applied here, as we do not yet know that A - C 
is recursive.) Let E~, E2 , . . .  be an (in general noneffective) numeration of all the 
P-subsets of A. For k>~ 1, define 
Because each Ei is a P-subset of A, and any P-subset of A has only finitely many 
strings in common with the core C, each E~k~ is also in P. Clearly, each E~k~ is 
contained in A -C .  But A -C  ~ P, so there are always infinitely many strings in 
(A -  C) - E~k~. Hence, we can choose an infinite sequence of strings C' = (c~, c2,.. .) 
so that 
cl = any string in A -  C; 
and for k >I 1, 
Ck+~ = any string different from c~, . . . ,  c~ in (A -  C ) -  E(k). 
Clearly, C' = A-  C, and since C' c~ Ei is finite for each P-subset Ei of A, C' is an 
infinite core for A. [] 
Recall that, in terms of core lattice structure, the fact that a recursive set A has 
a maximal proper core means that the lattice FA has the form of a principal ideal. 
There are actually two subcases. If A is in P, then it has only finite cores and FA 
degenerates to the trivial one-element lattice. (Let us denote this lattice by 0). 
Otherwise, the maximal core generating FA is infinite, and it is easy to see that the 
lattices formed by the subsets of any two countably infinite sets are isomorphic. 
Thus, we have the following rephrasing of Theorem 3.3. 
Corollary 3.4. For recursive A, 
(i) if A ~ P, then FA ~- O; 
(ii) if A is almost P-immune, but not in P, then FA ~- O. 
4. Sets that are not almost P-immune 
Surprisingly, all the recursive, not almost-P-immune s ts have the same complexity 
core structure, up to lattice isomorphism. Proving this result and characterizing the 
lattice are the topics of this section. 
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Theorem 4.1. Let A and B be recursive, not almost-P-immune sets. Then the lattices 
FA and FB are isomorphic. 
Proof. Let A be any recursive, not almost-P-immune set. Let D1 , / )2 , . . .  be an 
enumeration of the P-subsets of A and define, for k t> 0, 
D(k) = U D,. 
Observe that each of the D(k) sets is in P. Now there must be infinitely many k such 
that the difference D(k+1)--D(k) is infinite: for otherwise, all the P-subsets of A 
would be a.e. contained in D(k) for some k, A-D(k) would be P-immune, and A 
would be almost P-immune, contrary to the assumption. Denote the infinitely many 
D(k)'S where this 'jump' occurs by El,  E2, . . . .  The sequence ¢ = Eo c E1 c E2 c .  • • 
then has the following important properties: 
(i) E, ~ P for every i; 
(ii) E,+~- E~ is infinite for every i; 
(iii) each P-subset of A is contained in Ei for some i; 
(iv) U,~o E,-- A. 
It follows from properties (i) and (iii) by Lemma 3.2 that a set C c A is a complexity 
core for A if and only if C c~ Ei is finite for every i. 
Let then A and B be any two recursive, not almost-P-immune s ts. Let E~, E2,. • • 
be the sequence described above for A and F~, F2 , . . .  a similar sequence for B. 
Because each of the differences E i+t-  E~ and F~+~- Fi is countably infinite, there 
exists a collection of bijective maps 
f~:(E,+,-E,)-->(F,+,-F,), i>~O. 
Consider the bijective map f :  A - ,  B obtained as the union of this collection, i.e., 
defined by 
f (x)  =f/(x)  for x ~ E/+! - E/. 
The map f can be transformed to an isomorphism f between the lattices ~(A)/~: 
and ~(B)/3~ by defining 
.f([C])=[f(C)] for C e ~(A) .  
Using the fact that f  is bijective, it is routine to verify that f indeed is well-defined, 
one-to-one, onto, and preserves the lattice operations (i.e., unions and intersections 
modulo finite sets). What is more interesting is that f also preserves cores in both 
directions, and so f maps the ideal FA onto the ideal FB. This can be seen as 
follows: 
[ C] e F A iff C is a proper core for A 
iff C c~ E~ is finite for every i 
iff f (C c~ E~) =f(C)  n F~ is finite for every i 
iff f(C) is a proper core for B 
iff [f(C)]= f([C])cFB. 
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Thus, the restriction of f to FA gives the desired isomorphism between the lattices 
FA and FB. [] 
Note how very nonconstructive the above proof is: even the assumption that A 
and B are recursive enters only through Lemma 3.2 in characterizing complexity 
cores as those subsets that have finite intersections with all P-subsets. Consequently, 
the method can be generalized to study complexity core structures in a very abstract 
setting [5]. In [14], similar techniques are used to obtain a classification of the 
possible P-subset structures of sets. 
To give an algebraic description of the lattice implicit in Theorem 4.1, we need 
to introduce some new concepts. For a lattice Le, let Leo" denote the lattice whose 
elements are the countable sequences x= (xi)i~l, where xi e Le for every i. The 
elements in Le °' are ordered by: x <~ y in Leo, if xi ~ yi in Le for every/. The join and 
meet operations are similarly pointwise defined: for x, y ~ Leo" and i~  > 1, (xuy) i  = 
x~ u y ,  and (x n y)~ =x~ n yi. I f  .Y has a least element 0, Leto') denotes the sublattice 
of Leo" consisting of the sequences x for which x~ ~ 0 for only finitely many i. Recall 
that 3~ denotes the lattice of finite subsets of 2*.  The least element in 3~ is, of 
course, ~. 
Corollary 4.2. For recursive, not almost P-immune A, FA ~- 3~o'/ 3~°'). 
Proof. In the proof of Theorem 4.1 it was shown how to obtain a partition of A 
into infinitely many disjoint countably infinite subsets E~, E2 , . . .  so that a set C c A 
is a complexity core for A if and only if C c~ E~ is finite for every i I> 1. Given any 
collection of bijective maps f~:E~-*,Y*, i~  1, we can define a set map, in fact a 
lattice isomorphism f~ : ~(A)  -, ~(,Y*) by setting 
fo ' (C)= F, where F~=f~(C c~ Ei) for i>_- l. 
It is easy to verify, that, for any C ~ A, f f ' (C )e  3:o" if and only if C is a core for 
A. Finite subsets of A are mapped into elements of 3 ~O'), so the restriction of i f '  to 
cores induces an isomorphism between Fa and 3~0"/3~0"). [] 
For brevity, let us denote the lattice 3:o'/3 ~o') by O, Our next result illustrates 
how different indeed the situation here is from the almost-P-immune case. 
Proposition 4.3. The ideal lattice • is not countably generated. 
Proof. Assume to the contrary that the lattice is generated by elements (equivalence 
classes) [C1], [C2], . . . .  Choose a representative sequence C~ 3~o" from each 
equivalence class [Cd, i~  > 1. Because each of the sets (C~)k, /, k~ 1, is finite, it is 
possible to select a sequence of strings d so that, for each k ~ 1, 
U 
i~k  
Then the corresponding sequence of unit sets, D = ({dk})k~l, is not subsumed by 
any finite join C1 u -  • • w Cn, even up to finite variation. Hence, the equivalence 
class [D] e • does not belong to the ideal generated by [C~], [C2], . . . .  [] 
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Rephrasing this result in terms of complexity cores, it means that no countably 
infinite collection of cores suffices to generate, by subsets and finite unions, all the 
proper cores of a recursive, not almost-P-immune s t. 
We conclude with a result showing that if, instead of just lattice isomorphism, 
two sets really have essentially the same proper cores, then the sets are very closely 
related in a complexity sense. 
Theorem 4A. Let A and B be recursive sets. Then FA = FB if and only if both A -B  
and B-  A are in P. 
Proof. Assume first that A -B  and B-A  are in P. We show that then FA : Fs, 
from which FA = FB follows by symmetry. Let C be a proper core for A. Because 
A-BeP ,  C must be a.e. contained in AnB.  Hence, C'= Cn(AnB)~[C] .  We 
show that C 'c  B is a proper core for R Consider any E c B, E ~ P. Because 
B-A~P,  also E '=En(AnB)=E- (B -A)~P.  But E ' , -  A, so C'nE=CnE '  
is finite. Thus, C'  has finite intersection with every P-subset of B, and so, by Lemma 
3.2, is a core for B. 
Assume then that FA = Fs. We show that A -  B e P, and a symmetric argument 
shows that also B -A  ~ P. We first prove that there exists a set E ~ P such that 
A - B c E c A. Let E~, E2, •. • be an enumeration of the P-subsets of A. If A -  B is 
not covered by any of the Ei, we can obtain an infinite core {cl, c2, . . .  } for A in 
A -  B by choosing 
cl = any string in A -B ;  
and for any k I> 1, 
Ok+ 1 = any string different from c~, . . . ,  c k in (A -B) -  L~J Ei. 
But this is contrary to the assumption that FA "- FB. 
Let then E e P be such that A - B c E c A, and define E' = E n (An  B). We show 
that E 'cF  for some FcB,  F~P,  from which it follows that A-B=E-E '= 
E - F ~ P. Assume such a cover for E '  does not exist in R Then we can enumerate 
the P-sets in B and proceed just as above to obtain an infinite complexity core C 
for B in E'. But because C has an infinite intersection with (in fact, is contained 
in) the P-subset E of A, C cannot be a core for A, contradicting the assumption 
that FB c 1" A. [] 
5. Concluding remarks 
We have shown that for a recursive set A, there are only three possible structures 
for the complexity core lattice FA: if A is in P, FA degenerates to the trivial 
one-element lattice; if A is almost P-immune, but not in P, F,~ is isomorphic to the 
lattice •; and if A is not even almost P-immune, FA is isomorphic to the lattice O. 
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All of the three cases really occur, and, for the natural intractable sets, the third 
case seems by far the most common. 
Although we have been investigating only proper cores, the results are fairly easily 
extended to the general case. Applying the observation that C is a (general) 
complexity core for A if and only if C n A and C n ( -A)  are proper cores for A 
and -A  respectively, it is not too difficult to show that again only three structures 
are possible for the lattice formed by all the cores for A. Sets in P lead to the trivial 
lattice; ~ results from sets A such that both A and -A  are almost P-immune; and 
• from the other kinds of sets. To verify that the second case really is a genuine 
possibility, we remark that sets A such that both A and -A  are P-immune are 
constructed in [4] (a simplified construction appears in [1]). 
These results are of course rather discouraging for the idea of studying complexity 
properties of sets via their complexity core structures. However, a faint possibility 
of resurrecting this 'Galois-connection' approach is suggested by Theorem 4.4. If 
the equality of core sets forces such a close relation between the complexities of 
the originating sets, then perhaps ome restricted notion of lattice isomorphism-- 
requiring some kind of polynomial computability, say--would induce other, more 
interesting connections. 
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